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	Announcing an all-new MCTS Training Kit designed to help maximize your performance on Exam 70-431, a core exam for the new Microsoft IT Professional certifications. This kit packs the tools and features wanted mostincluding in-depth, self-paced training based on final exam content; rigorous, objective-by-objective review; exam tips from expert, exam-certified authors; and a robust testing suite. It also provides real-world scenarios, case study examples, and troubleshooting labs for skills and expertise that you can apply to the job. Focusing on SQL Server 2005, this official study guide covers topics such as installing and configuring SQL Server, implementing database mirroring, managing database snapshots, working with XML and flat files, managing replication, backing up and restoring a database, and more.

	

	This training kit is designed for information technology (IT) professionals who plan to take Microsoft Certified Technical Specialist (MCTS) exam 70-431, as well as for IT professionals who need to know how to implement and maintain Microsoft SQL Server 2005 databases. We assume that before you begin using this kit you have a working knowledge of Microsoft Windows, network technologies, relational databases and their design, Transact-SQL, and the SQL Server 2005 client tools.

	

	By using this training kit, you’ll learn how to

	

	â–  Install and configure SQL Server 2005.

	â–  Create and implement database objects.

	â–  Implement high availability and disaster recovery.

	â–  Maintain databases.

	â–  Support data consumers.

	â–  Monitor and troubleshoot SQL Server performance.
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Radar System Performance Modeling, Second EditionArtech House Publishers, 2004
This book addresses the needs of system analysts for radar models and analysis
tools. It describes the basic principles of radar operation, how radar is configured
and used in military and civilian systems, and how to analyze and model radar at the
system level. The book presents and explains equations, computational methods,...
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The Cambridge Economic History of the United States, Vol. 3: The Twentieth Century (Volume 3)Cambridge University Press, 2000

	Volume 3 surveys the economic history of the United States, Canada, and the Caribbean during the twentieth century. Its chapters trace the century's major events, notably the Great Depression and the two world wars, as well as its long-term trends, such as changing technology, the rise of the corporate economy, and the development of...
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Hands-On Continuous Integration and Delivery: Build and release quality software at scale with Jenkins, Travis CI, and CircleCIPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Understand various tools and practices for building a continuous integration and delivery pipeline effectively

	
		Key Features

		
			Get up and running with the patterns of continuous integration
	
			Learn Jenkins UI for developing plugins and build an effective Jenkins pipeline

...
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Business Leadership and Market Competitiveness: New Paradigms for Design, Governance, and PerformancePalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		Competitive paradigms, which are constantly being shifted, and turbulent environmental conditions, which today are a constant, tend to dictate rather than inform strategic decision making regarding an organization’s status quo and desired outcomes. As such, there is a need for organizational leaders to re-examine current...
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Reframing Organizations: Artistry, Choice, and LeadershipJossey-Bass, 2003
Become a More Versatile Manager and a More Artistic Leader
In this third edition of their best-selling classic, authors Lee Bolman and Terrence Deal explain the powerful tool of "reframing." The authors have distilled the organizational literature into a comprehensive approach for looking at situations from more than one angle. Their...
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Building a Cisco Wireless LANSyngress Publishing, 2002
Wireless LAN (Wi-Fi) technology is significantly more complex than cordless telephony; loss, coverage, and bandwidth requirements are much more stringent and the proliferation of wireless LANs in corporate environments has resulted in interesting security challenges. IEEE 802.11-based products offered by Cisco Systems have quickly become one of the...
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